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Abstract: One of the many types of crimes that exist in the technological-age is cybercrime. Internet usage is rising quickly as more and more things become digital, and attackers are also exploiting it to perpetrate cybercrimes. Examples of invasions include hacking, banking fraud, email spamming, and others. In order to look into these fraudulent acts, the investigating authorities should use technology, which is a crucial component. In the domain of cyber forensics known as "digital forensic scrutiny," digital information that can be used as evidence in court is preserved and examined using scientific techniques and innovations. In order to reconstruct events, forensic investigators struggle with data collecting and analysis. Because people interact with one other quite a bit on a daily basis, machine learning enables investigators to use various algorithms to carry out investigations that are more successful and efficient. This field of study focuses on developing computer models and algorithms that enable every machine learning algorithm is domain-specific, capable of doing specialized tasks without the need for programming, like training and testing datasets, and can facilitate research. This study explores several machine learning approaches that look at and evaluate digital evidence while conducting an investigation. It also provides a complete overview of current digital forensics techniques and their applications. Furthermore, based on the features, this study assesses machine learning algorithms according to recognized digital forensics criteria.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increase of the Internet and technology’s quick development, enormous volumes of data and information must be preserved. Everybody possesses gadgets, including computers and smart phones, which are susceptible to attacks by con artists and have led to a significant rise in digital crimes. Investigations into crimes including hacking, banking fraud, and email spamming are conducted using the broad fields of digital forensics and cyber forensics.

Digital forensics is the field of study that integrates all the investigations and research needed to solve these types of digital crimes [1]. Cyber and digital forensics share a same theme. Its main goal is to identify digital data storage technologies.

Digital forensics (DF) is a process that analyzes and presents data from computers, databases, and digital images [1]. Most of the time, data and evidence gathered from a gadget may be removed following the commission of a crime. Because it enables them to recognize the victims and ascertain the precise nature of the crime, this technique is crucial for investigators [3]. Unfortunately, without sufficient human resources, conducting a thorough investigation can take a long time. Although numerous methods, including Hadoop,
can be used to manage the enormous amount of data gathered by a digital forensics investigator, they are not as effective as the human brain. Instead, for the analysis and gathering of data efficiently investigators employ machine learning (ML) [4]. This system can pick decisions based on facts and learn from many examples and experiences [5]. Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, K-Means, K-Nearest Neighbor, Nave Bayes, Principal Component Analysis, Logistic Regression, Singular Value Decomposition, and Apriori are just a few of the various techniques it contains. Each algorithm is responsible of a certain duty, such as extracting features, categorizing network attacks, finding modified photos, etc. [6].

This paper's structure is outlined as follows: Digital forensics and machine learning are covered in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the suggested machine learning methods used in digital forensics. Section 4 discusses the limitations of machine learning techniques in digital forensics.

II. MACHINE LEARNING & DIGITAL FORENSIC

A scientific field called "digital forensics" is dedicated to the analysis and preservation of data that has been gathered and saved on various types of media. Although the field's origins may be found in the 1980s, the development of wide-area, multi-user, and multi-tasking networks in the 1990s expedited the field's evolution [7]. Because of the increase in security risks and attacks, it has emerged as one of the most important areas of security. The goal of machine learning, a branch of artificial intelligence, is to build systems that are able to learn from facts. The domains of behavior prediction, analysis, and data mining commonly make use of this technology [8]. The issues, models, and phases of the digital forensics inquiry and different machine learning algorithms are described in this section.

2.1 DIGITAL FORENSICS

A subfield of criminalities called "digital forensics" focuses on the legal processes involved in examining and safeguarding digital data. It entails locating and obtaining data from multiple sources. The information can then be used to assess the evidence in a civil or criminal trial [9]. This technique entails analyzing the data that various digital objects have produced using scientific and technological methodologies [10]. The goal of digital forensics is to gather information that can be utilized to ascertain the details of an incident. Investigations frequently ask the 5WH questions, including who was involved, where the incident happened, how it happened, and when it happened. The solution to these queries helps the investigators confirm the incident [11].
A. DIGITAL FORENSICS INVESTIGATION PROCESS.

The four techniques and methodologies employed in the digital forensics process, according to the National Institute of Standards and Technology, are intended to aid businesses in comprehending the significance of their investigations, as depicted in Fig. 2. Depending on the intricacy of the investigation, they can be carried out in a variety of ways [12]. The number of data sources that can be gathered has increased as a result of the development of digital technologies. The steps involved in a digital forensics investigation are shown in Figure 1.

Fig 1. Process for Investigating Digital Forensics

Below is an explanation of each step.

a) **Data collection:** Finding prospective sources of this data is the initial step in conducting an investigation. Typically, servers, desktop computers, and laptops are where the data is gathered. When examining an organization's operations, analysts should take into account additional data sources in addition to more conventional ones. For instance, they can examine the Internet service provider's logs to learn more about an organization's operations. [13].

b) **Examination:** The acquired data will be examined in the second stage. The required pieces of knowledge are obtained from the data using digital forensics techniques and tools. Define the data files that include information of interest, including information hidden by access restriction, encryption, and file compression [13, 14].

c) **Analysis:** An analysis is a process that comprises using scientific methods in a scientific setting to produce items such identifying people, places, and events and determining the relationships between these aspects [15]. As part of this process, the data gathered from various sources is analyzed. Correlating and gathering data can be made easy with the help of solutions like security event management software; for instance, an audit log may contain information about a particular host, while an IDS log might contain knowledge about an individual user [14].

d) **Reporting:** The investigation's last stage, reporting involves examining the information gathered during the analysis stage and presenting the results to the analyst in a formal report. Finding the reason behind an event or giving a precise explanation can be difficult, but by using the data, an analyst can gain a better knowledge of the incident and help to avoid a repeat of it in the future [15].
B. DIGITAL FORENSICS MODELS.

Investigation models for digital forensics include the End-to-End Digital Investigation Process Model (EEDIP), the Integrated Digital Investigation Process Model (IDIP), the Abstract Digital Forensics Model (ADFM), and the Digital Forensics Research Workshops Model (DFRWS) [16]. Each model has been created for a certain stage or activity. The digital forensics models and associated operations are shown in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2. Models of the Digital Forensics](image)

C. DIGITAL FORENSICS THREADS

The growth of digital forensics has been hampered by the growing quantity of digital gadgets. The intricacy of encryption—using cell phones, software platforms, and hardware makes gathering digital evidence extremely difficult. As a result, the sector now needs new approaches and techniques to deal with its problems. The growing diversity of operating systems and file formats prevents the International Journal of Organizational and Collective Intelligence from creating standardized procedures and tools for digital forensics, claim Montanari et al. [17]. The amount of data that can be gathered and evaluated has grown more difficult as digital technology has become more complicated. Large-scale data collection and analysis is now feasible due to new data formats like low binary. Another issue is complexity, according to Horsman et al. It gets harder to design systems that can interpret data acquired quickly as it is more collected. Additionally, a significant problem is the absence of standards in the formatting and storing of digital evidence. The sharing of digital proof is difficult. By establishing a uniform set of protocols, this problem may impact the effectiveness of investigations and improve the efficiency with which law enforcement shares information [19].

When creating digital analysis tools, correlation and consistency are said to be the major obstacles by Quick et al. Since the evidence is gathered from many sources, accurate data analysis and correlation are required. This can take a lot of time and money out of an inquiry [20]. According to Pandey's research, digital forensics experts encounter the time-lining challenge when divergent sources offer contradictory interpretations of the evidence. This matter may impact the effectiveness of an inquiry. Another important problem that jeopardizes the growth of the sector and the authenticity of the data is the lack of awareness regarding the most recent digital forensics techniques. Because forensic science is developing so quickly, professionals in the field need to be able to apply new technologies with efficiency.
2.2 MACHINE LEARNING

Machine learning, which enables systems to learn and evaluate without the need for extra training, is one of the most popular methods to artificial intelligence (AI) [22]. It has the ability to forecast and classify inputs automatically [23]. This technology can detect fraud and provide security by using the right algorithms in different areas. Supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and reinforcement learning are the four primary subcategories of machine learning. An input to an output linking is an example of a supervised learning process. It makes use of training data that has different training examples labeled on it. The most widely utilized methods in this procedure are regression and classification [24]. The clustering technique, sometimes referred to as unsupervised learning, can assist in locating hidden patterns and structures within the datasets [25].

On the other hand, semi-supervised learning is a branch of machine learning that works with both labeled and unlabeled data to carry out different tasks. Between supervised and unsupervised learning [26] is where it lies. Reinforcement learning, which can resolve issues of regulate specific circumstances, places a focus on rewarding behaviors and penalizing those who do not meet standards [27]. The following is a description of these algorithms:

A. **Support Vector Machine** Encourage Both classification and regression issues can be handled by vector machines. SVM classifies objects using examples from the training data set. Depending on the kernel function, it may process complex functions on both structured and semi-structured data. This approach finds a hyperplane that divides each data item into two classes after taking the amount of characteristics into account. It reduces mistakes while increasing the marginal distance.

B. **Decision Tree Algorithm** One learning technique that can be applied to both task categorization and regression is the decision tree. It is simple to understand and can link test results to the categorization of data elements. A decision tree model models the several decision logics into a structure like a tree. The root node, which is the topmost node in a DT tree. A decision tree's internal nodes represent tests pertaining to the input variables or attributes. The classification algorithm branches to the relevant child node after the test is finished. Until the leaf node is prepared to make a decision, this process is continued [29].

C. **The K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm** The K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm is a learning technique that is non-generalizing and does not prioritize building a general model. It maintains all training data instances in an n-dimensional space. The K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm is capable of handling a variety of tasks, including regression and classification, which handle data training to deliver accurate data based on the quality of data [30]. It uses data to categorize new data points.

D. **The Naïve Bayes algorithm.** An unsupervised learning algorithm used for classification or grouping problems is called Naïve Bayes. It can be used as a clustering approach and does not require the specification of a result [31]. For the algorithm to estimate the required parameters, a minimal amount of training data is needed. Nave Bayes is a supervised learning method because it depends on both the input and the goal variables. When used as a classifier, it creates a tree made up of outcome-probability-based Bayesian networks [32].

E. **K-Means Algorithm** The K-Means algorithm is a straightforward and effective way to divide datasets into K centers. Because it works better when the variables are significant, it is comparable to hierarchical clustering. Thus, the implementation and data interpretation are the effective components of this method [30].

F. **Principal Component Analysis** Algorithm The process of principal component analysis involves taking into account the observations of several potential correlated variables and converting them into values that are linearly uncorrelated. By using the Orthogonal Transformation algorithm, it may be completed fast and easily. As a result, the model can no longer be computed using previous knowledge. PCA offers several more characteristics, including data feature categorization and estimate, in addition to data clustering and classification [33].

G. **Logistic Regression** In machine learning, classification issues are resolved through the employment of a logistic regression model. It facilitates determining the class linked to a certain instance. The model's outcome falls between zero and one because it is a probability. Thus, it can be applied as a binary classifier [34].

H. **Singular value Decomposition** The idea behind the SVD factoring technique is frequently applied to matrices. By taking into account the dominating patterns, the SVD method produces a low-dimensional representation of a high-dimensional data set. The primary foundation of this strategy is data that is
gathered without the need for expertise or intuition. Singular values can be utilized to derive invariance information from an image or a signal using the decomposition approach [35], made to function well in a database with several transactions. However, a number of factors, including the need for "n" numbers of frequent item sets in the database searches, could cause its performance to deteriorate [36].

I. Apriori Algorithm. The Apriori method is a popular tool in data mining because it can identify connections between different data sets. It often uses the candidate generation method to mine item sets. Additionally, it is made to function well in a database with several transactions. However, a number of factors, including the need for "n" numbers of frequent item sets in the database searches, could cause its performance to deteriorate [36].

III DIGITAL FORENSICS USING MACHINE LEARNING

Digital forensics and cyber security both use machine learning. Large-scale data sets kept in different cloud computing environments and networks are analyzed by digital forensics investigators using machine learning methods [42]. The behavior of the users can then be predicted using these data sets. These algorithms also have the ability to recognize patterns. Investigators utilize a set of criteria and approaches that can be used to locate intriguing data patterns to identify possible criminal activities through the use of machine learning techniques. This section outlines many algorithms that have been suggested to find digital evidence and enhance the investigative procedure.

3.1 DIGITAL FORENSICS USING SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE ALGORITHM

Islam et al. presented a methodology that uses discrete cosine transformation (DCT) and local binary pattern (LBP) operations to identify copy-move and splice assaults in color images. The SVM kernel was used to assess the suggested system. In order to identify micro-patterns, the DCT and LBP operators record variations in the local frequency distribution. The suggested approach organizes the LBP blocks' inter-cell values as feature vectors. Next, the generated photos are categorized using the SVM and radial basis function (RBF) into authentic and tampered ones. The findings of the investigation demonstrate the suitability of the suggested strategy for accuracy metrics and image forgery detection [43].

A method for identifying contrast enhancement in JPEG compression by use of an adaptive histogram was presented by Barni et al. This technique is built on an SVM detector's color SPAM characteristics. Once taught, it can recognize JPEG-compressed photos with improved contrast. The system's performance was evaluated by the researchers through training it on a collection of JPEG-compressed photos with varying quality factors (QFs). It is only effective when the QFs are longer than 80 and the one used corresponds with the test QF [44].

3.2 DIGITAL FORENSICS USING DECISION TREE ALGORITHM

An architectural framework combining the MapReduce framework, the Hadoop Distributed File System, and the decision tree algorithm was proposed by Chhabra et al. The enormous volume of data that can be gathered and stored was handled by the suggested architecture. The process is broken down into four steps: gathering network traffic, transforming it into a format that can be read by humans, filtering packets, looking for malicious activity in the data, and finally displaying a threat analysis and visualization. A decision tree increases accuracy and time efficiency in each phase by classifying threats as malicious or benign. The algorithm could identify 99% of all harmful and non-malicious traffic, according to the study's findings [47].

Usman et al. (2021) presented a hybrid strategy that combined the capabilities of multiple data forensics approaches, including machine learning, dynamic malware analysis, and cyber threat intelligence, to address concerns pertaining to the IP reputation system. It can anticipate the chance of a specific assault occurring before it happens using big data forensics, and it can then categorize them based on their behavioral traits. The system was assessed using different machine learning approaches, including DT, SVM, and NB, against a variety of current reputation systems. Recall, F-measure, and precision scores were all high for the DT [48].
3.3 DIGITAL FORENSICS USING NAÏVE BAYES ALGORITHM

In order to determine the accuracy of the distributed denial of service attack, Yudhana et al. examined the information gathered from the network traffic log. They gathered network traffic datasets and extracted network features using the Wireshark program in order to find patterns in the data. The Naive Bayes algorithm was then used to carry out a network package categorization process, and a neural network technique was used to train the system utilizing multiple neurons. The neural network had an accuracy of 95.2381%, whereas the naive Bayes had an accuracy of 99.999%, according to the study and testing. The Naive Bayes method and artificial neural networks, according to the researchers, can be used in network forensics to increase the accuracy of the findings during investigations [51].

3.4 DIGITAL FORENSICS USING PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS ALGORITHM

Roy created a framework for digital forensics to examine the origin and source of an image. Using random forest, the framework was able to classify it. This feature's primary benefit is that it enables investigators to pinpoint the many camera sources that result in various JPEG compression issues. By using the PCA technique, the framework also increased the accuracy of its classification. The dimensionality of the characteristics was significantly reduced using this technique [54].

3.5 DIGITAL FORENSICS USING LOGISTIC REGRESSION ALGORITHM

The kinds of malware that frequently target the registry in Windows operating systems have been discovered by Ali et al. Malware might result in the loss of critical time while conducting an investigation. They gave insightful information about how certain kinds of viruses communicate with the registry. The researchers experimented with a variety of classifiers, including decision trees and neural networks. Their study's findings demonstrated that modified timestamps and machine learning algorithms can be used to carry out digital forensics investigation. The 47 registry locations that malware frequently targets have been identified by the authors. Through their investigation, the researchers found that the Boosted tree accurately classified more than 72% of the malware. This technique enables investigators to quickly distinguish between malware types that are present and those that aren't [55].

3.6 DIGITAL FORENSICS USING SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM

Ahmed et al. presented a novel approach based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and singular value decomposition to identify copy-move forgeries. A steerable pyramid is used to extract image features from different blocks, and feature vectors—which correlate to the pixel's associated features—are then saved with the indices of the original blocks. In digital picture forensics, four processing methods are investigated: color reduction, brightness adjustment, contrast adjustment, and image blurring. The suggested approach yielded good results in terms of F1 score, recall, and precision. It received a 95% for brightness adjustment and 77.5%, 82.7%, and 75% for picture blurring [57].

3.7 APRIORI ALGORITHM IN DIGITAL FORENSICS

Huan et al. used the K-means and Apriori algorithms to create a mobile forensics system. The Apriori method generates frequent item sets and extracts the rules that satisfy the minimum confidence criteria in order to increase mining efficiency utilizing mining rules. Additionally, by representing the data in a vertical structure, it improves the database's inherent qualities. The relationships between the various individuals are taken into consideration while classifying the clustering findings. The data was analyzed by the researchers using the association rules. They discovered that the high confidence criteria show that the user's regular behaviors are in line with the data's features [60] (Table 1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focused Area</th>
<th>ML Algorithm</th>
<th>Forensic Type</th>
<th>DF Phase</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copy-move and splice attacks [43]</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Image forensics</td>
<td>Examination</td>
<td>High accuracy and trained with semi-structured data, and high efficiency</td>
<td>Less performance on overlapping images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast enhancement and identify JPEG-Compressed image [44]</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Image forensics</td>
<td>Examination</td>
<td>Fast data analysis</td>
<td>The detector (QF) work well in a specific QF only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detect manipulated videos and photos [45, 46]</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Image and video forensics</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>High accuracy</td>
<td>Required more processing time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labelled malicious and non-malicious traffic [47]</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Network forensics</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Accurate data and time efficiency</td>
<td>Complex calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classify attack behavioural [48]</td>
<td>DT, SVM and Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>Network forensics</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>High performance on unknown samples and frequent security issues</td>
<td>Long time to train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS attack [49]</td>
<td>KNN, Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>Network forensics</td>
<td>Examination and analysis</td>
<td>Flexible classification</td>
<td>Lazy learner and not working with another attack rather than DDoS Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender classification [50]</td>
<td>RF, KNN, SVM</td>
<td>Video forensics</td>
<td>Examination and analysis</td>
<td>High accuracy in the dark videos</td>
<td>Low performance on the prediction stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS attack [51]</td>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>Network forensics</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>Zero-frequency problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features classification [52]</td>
<td>K-Means</td>
<td>Network forensics</td>
<td>Examination and analysis</td>
<td>High accuracy rate</td>
<td>Set K value in advance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine image source [54]</td>
<td>PCA, RF</td>
<td>Image forensics</td>
<td>Examination</td>
<td>Improve accuracy and reduce the dimensionality of the features</td>
<td>Loss of data if the components are not set correctly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine malware location in Windows Registry [55]</td>
<td>LR, DT</td>
<td>Malware forensics</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Possible to build it into existing forensic tools without requiring frequent updates</td>
<td>Used for prediction feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email classification [56]</td>
<td>LR, SVM, RF, DT</td>
<td>Email forensic</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>High accuracy with 10-grain features</td>
<td>Each variable requires a minimum of 10 data points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image falsification [57]</td>
<td>SVD</td>
<td>Image forensics</td>
<td>Examination and analysis</td>
<td>High precision</td>
<td>Reduce the block size on the low-quality image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extract features for forgery in images [58]</td>
<td>SVD</td>
<td>Image forensics</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>High performance and less computational</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IV MACHINE LEARNING LIMITATIONS IN DIGITAL FORENSICS

The creation and application of machine learning models are significantly impacted by the absence of testing procedures and model openness. New models developed in research labs are frequently rapidly applied in real-world settings, yet they can also go wrong in these situations. Unfortunately, many machine learning models must be created to provide forensic practitioners with the required transparency and testing methods. Having the tools and resources to reproduce models can help professionals in a variety of industries solve problems more quickly and avoid problems like bias. This problem may hinder their ability to effectively explain various outputs through their systems [61].

The interpretability of deep learning algorithms is one of the main problems because, despite their potential appeal, machine learning models are useless if they cannot be properly understood. As a result, it is crucial that they be applicable in real-world situations [62].

Numerous methods, including support vector machines, decision trees, and clustering, are employed in big data analysis and prediction to examine and forecast user behavior that is anonymous. Neural networks require the right training data in order to function correctly because of their intricacy. Reusing the data won't yield the desired results as their design evolves and so does their data requirement. The inability of current reputation systems to detect zero-day abnormalities and their reliance on third parties make them problematic. One major issue that has to be addressed is the dearth of reliable data sources. Providing low-quality data might affect a model's accuracy, even while having enough information can sometimes be the same as not having any at all [63].

There are several benefits to believing computer algorithms. The capacity of humans to automate procedures and analyze enormous volumes of data has been extremely beneficial to them. Unfortunately, bias can also affect them. Since humans create and train algorithms, bias is difficult to eradicate. Nevertheless, who should be held responsible if something goes wrong? Machine learning has many benefits, but it is far from flawless, so in the future we will need to create a framework that would allow people to believe in it [64].

**Table 2. Machine Learning Algorithm Limitation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ML Algorithm</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector machine</td>
<td>Unsuitable for large dataset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>insufficient to address regression problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>Less efficient when dealing with big date sets and lots of dimensions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Means</td>
<td>Indicate the K value right away.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V CONCLUSION

The field of digital forensics has expanded in a number of ways. The challenges forensic analysts encounter in analyzing large amounts of data—pictures, videos, and other types of media—that could potentially shed light on past events have been demonstrated. In the field of digital forensics, several new difficulties are appearing with time. This resulted in the application of automation and clever strategies that make investigators' jobs easier. This study has validated a number of machine learning methods, including SVM, KNN, DT, PCA, SVD, K-Means, NB, ANN, LR, and RF, to address digital forensic problems. Algorithms separate real data from fraudulent data for use as legal evidence. Ultimately, the study provided an overview of the optimal procedures for every digital forensics method based on its attributes, benefits, and drawbacks. K-Means focuses on retrieving deleted digital evidence from memory locations based on the suggested research articles. The greatest techniques to use in an image forensics inquiry are the SVM, KNN, PCA, and SVD, whilst network forensics is supported by KNN and NB. In the last few years, machine learning researchers have made significant strides toward training these computers to think like people. They now carry out intricate jobs and make judgments after thorough investigation. Even if there has been progress, machine learning still faces several obstacles, including moral dilemmas, interpretability issues, a lack of data for machine learning, and repeatability issues.
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